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The local symmetry of the orientational states of a C60 molecule in crystals 

is investigated. It is shown that in different crystals different orientational phase 
transitions are connected with different orientational orbits. The model 
of orientational phase transitions based on a sequence of orientational states 
of different symmetry is proposed. It is discovered that the local symmetry 
and the symmetry of internal vibrations of a C60 molecule increase as the spatial 

symmetry of a crystal decreases at phase transition. This effect has the general 
character and may be observed following orientational phase transitions of the order
disorder type with wave vector at the boundary of the Brillouin zone. Possible 
manifestations of the predicted effect in different experiments are discussed. 

The investigation · has been· performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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i. Introduction 

It is known that phase transitions in fullerene crystals result in a change of the 
orientational state of a C60 molecule. Experimental investigations of a pure C6o crystal 
{fullerite) [l) show that C60 molecules in the high-symmetry phase Fm3m experience 
anisotropic and retarded rotation and at the phase transition Fm3m ➔ Pa3 the rotation 
disappears and orientational ordering of C60 molecules takes place. In AC6o crystals 
{fullerides), where A=K, Rb, a more complicated phase transition Fm3m ➔ Pnnm occurs and 
in the low-symmetry phase Pnnm orientational ordering of molecules is accompanied with 
molecule strains. These two effects lead to formation of covalent bonds between neighboring 
C60 molecules [2]. In both of these cases the order parameter of the.phase transition connects 
the averaged orientational states of C60 molecules in the high-symmetry and low-symmetry 
phases arid describes orientational ordering of the molecules. ·' 

At present, there does not exist a unified theory of changes of the orientational states 
of a C6o molecule. As a· re_sult, two_ methods are used 'to describe phase transitions in 
fullerenes, the continuous ·a~d 'the discrete methods. Each describes adequaiely 'the 
orientational states of a C60 molecule in only one phase. The continuous method was used· to 
describe ro'tating C6o molecules in the phase Fm3111. The method uses an expansion of ihc 
averaged anisotropic distribution of C6o molecule orientations in symmetrized 'spherical 
functions transforming in accordance with irreducible representations of icosahcdric (Y 11 ) or 
cubic (Oh) point groups [I]. In this approach itis difficult to describe the particular selected , 
orien_tation of a C6o molecule in the low-symmetry phase of a crystal as well as the molecule 
strain at phase transition in AC60 fullerides. · In· the · discre'te approach to describe the 
orieritational phase 'transition in fullerites, discrete orientationat' states of a rotating· C60 

molecule are used [3) (see also [I]). In this case, the orientational state of a Cr,0 molecule in 
the low-symmetry phase is described exactly arid the state of a rotating molecule in the high
symmetry phase is described a·pproximately by a set ofdiscrcte oricntational states. Since the 
discrete method describes exactly' the orierifational states· of a C60 molecule in the low
symmetry phase of a crystal, it is obvious that other physical properties of the low-symmetry 
phase connected with tlie oricntational phase'transition arc also described adequately'by this 
i11cthod .. For example, in [4), the strain· of aC60 molecule at phase transition' in a AC6o 
fuHcridc crystal is described with the liclp of the generalization ofth'c discrete method. 

' In this paper, it is shown that some physical properties of the high-symmetry phase can 
be also described by the discrete metho
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This is possible due to 'the fact that different 
oricntational states of a C60 molecule in a crystal have different local symmetry. Hence it 
follows that the physical phenomena observed in the high-symmetry phase and connected with 
definite discrete orientational states 'can be cla~sified with respect to the or1entational state 
symmetry .. 

In Sec. 2, all orientational states of a C60 molecule of different local symmetry in the . 
phase Fm3m are constructed. On the basis of the orientational states the phase transition i_s 
discussed (Sec. 3) and the atomic density distributions· of a rotating C6o molecule are built 

, (Sec. 4). The local symmetry and the symmetry of internal vibrations of a C6o molecule in a .. 
crystal are inv_estigated in Sec. 5. In Sec.- 6, wedisc_uss possible experimenti!l verifications of_ 



the predicted orientational states by the neutron and X-ray diffraction methods. The effect of 
increasing the symmetry of internal vibrations .. of a C60 molecule at phase transition by 
investigating the scattering of light will be also discussed. 

2. The symmetry of the orient~tional states of a C60 molecule 

To determine the type of the orientational states, let us investigate the orientations of 
C60 molecules of icosahedric symmetry occupying a position in the crystalline lattice of cubic 
symmetry. The molecules C60 have the point symmetry group Yh which, as is shown in Table 
I, has 6 five~fold symmetry axes (Cs), 10 three-fold symmetry axes (C3), 15 two-fold (C2) 
symmetry axes, and the inversion (I). In the crystalline lattice, C6o molecules occupy the 
positions with the local symmetry oh. The point group oh has 3 _ four-fold symmetry axes 
(C4), 4 three-fold axes; 6 two-fold, and inversion. . . , 

A c~mparison ~f the sets of symmetry, axes for the, groups oh and y h shows that to 
obtain one of the four-fold symmetry axes of the cubic crystal, the C60 molecule must occupy 
two discrete orientational states, if a two-fold sym~etry i&is of the C6o molecule is directed 
along one of three <I 00;>, directions, or ,four discrete states, if. the C60 molecule has any other 
orientation. If in a cryital the two-fold symmetry ;;xis of the C6o molecule is oriented along 
one' of three <I 00> directions, the C6o molechle 'can be rotated about this' tW07fold symmetiy 
axis so 'that its ihree~fold s~metry axes would be oriented along the <11 I> cryst~l directions. 
This provides most symmetric occupation by C60 molecules of positions in a cubic crystalline 

, • - ' ,, ' , ' < , ' - ·- - ' ~~,. ' ,.', • • .•. - - • , d ' , Q 
lattice (see Fig. la) and results in two so-called .'standard'. orientations interre_lated by 90 
rotation abo~t the.axis coin'ciding with any direction of the .<100> type:·The C60°molecule in 
the crystalline latifoe of the phase Fm3m which occupies a position :,vith the symmetry Oh and 
has the standard orientation has the local symmetry Th~oh n _Yh [5]. This is realiz~d in A3C60 
crystals, where the C60 molecules are statically disordered.over two 'standard'orientations (6]. 

In what follows, we discuss the situation when oniy one of three-fold symmetry axes 
of a c6~ molecule coincides with on; of <111>, directions in a cubic crystal (see Fig. J b ). 
Accounting for, the symmetry with respect' to· inversion we obtain that sfa elements of 

,,_ - , ' , ' ,' , 2 , ' , ' ' , , , . 
symmetry that form the point group S6=(E, C3, C3 )x(E,I), where E is the identical symmetry 
element,' are the common elements ~f the C~o molecule and the point ioup _ Oh- In this case, 
the !~cal symmetry. group of a molecule is the ioup s6: Si~ce the point woup 0~ has ',is 
different symmetry elements the number of different orientational states o{C60 molecules for 
such. occupation of a positionin the cubic lattice is. 8=48/6. These eight orientational states 
were used to describe the ph.as_e tra~sition i; C6o fuHerites [3]. ' ' ' ' 

Table 1. The symmetry el~ments of a Fee C6o molecule and the position in the. crystalline 
lattice of the cubic phase Fm3m ~ccupied by C6o',;,iol~cule: ' ' " -

Symmetry elements Cs C4 C3 C2 I 
C6o molecule_ 6 - 10 15 I 
Position in the - 3 4 6 I 
lattice with 
svmmetryOh 
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If in a cubic crystal the two-fold symmetry axis of a C6o molecule is aligned with the 
[llO] crystalline direction (see Fig.· le), the common symmetry elements are (E, C2)x(E, I) 
and consequently, the number of different orientational states of C6o molecules· is I 2=48/4. 
These 12 orientational states of C6o molecules are used to describe the phase transition in 
AC60 fullerides [4]. The local symmetry group ofa C60 molecule is the group C2h- Note that if 
in a cubic crystal the two-fold symmetry axis of a C6o molecule is oriented along the [00 I] 
direction and the three-fold symmetry axes do not coincide with the <I I I> directions, a 
different 12-fold orientational basis arises (see Fig. Id). Below, we' denote these two 

orientational bases by 12(a) and 12(b), resp~ctively. 
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Fig. I. The initial orientations if a C(,(/ 1110/eculejiw different orie11tatio11al hases. a), h), c), 
d). e): and/) are one 1!f' the oi-ic11tatio11al states ol a Cw moleculefi>r the 2-, N- I 2(a)-. I 2(1?). 

24°, or the 6:/hld hase,1·. 

If none of the symmetry axes of a Cw molecule coincides with the corresponding 
symmetric direction in the crystal, the ~nly ciimmon cfoirn:nts :of symmetry arc (E, I) and 
c1;nscqucntly, the number of different oricntational states of the C,11 molecule is 24=48/2 and 
the local 'symmetry tir'thc C,11 m<ilcculc is determined by the g"riiup I (sec rig. I c).•, ' 

The oricntati1inal statcs'bcll;;1gi,;g to one basiii' have the, ·sa1l1c continuous degrees of 
i·rcc<lom.For ~~ample, an oric1!t;tional state iif the 8-fold basis may admit an: arbitrary angle 
ofrntatio;1 ,1boulthc thm::ftild symmdry axis. It is hnalogous for thc'l2-fold hasi's but in this 
ds'c, thc' 1a~bitrary"roti1ti6il din be a'ccoinplishcd ibout thc;iwo-fold symmetry axis. The 24-
fold basi?aJmits t\\;(l i,idcpcn<lcnt ·robtions. Note ihat for SO!llC angle (a~gles) of rotation, 
:;~1dftio11al degeneration or' the oric1itatio;1al ''states of Cr,o molecules mii)' take' place. ·This 
happens due io 'the· fac·t ihat for a· particular o;icntation, additional coincidence of the 
symmetry axes of C,11 molecules and symmetric directions of a crystal may take place. For the 
8-fi.ild basis, for example, the two-fold symmetry axes of the C60 molecule may coincide with 
the < I 00> crystalline directions for a particular angle of rotation about the three-fold 
symmetry axis of the Cw molecule. This leads to degeneration of states of the orientational 
basis and as a result;· of 8 states only two 'standard'' orientations remain. F~r two: 12-fold 
oricntational bases, iri' the situation when 'the two--fold' symmetry axis of a C60 'molecule 
coincides with the <100> direction for the basis 12(a) or the <I 10> direction for the basis 
I 2(b ), the number of independent orientational states decreases to 6 (see Fig. 1 f). In this case, 
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the local symmetry of the orientational state is described by the group D2h. It is apparent that 
the enumerated bases can be obtained from the 24-fold basis as welL Also, note that the 
orientational states of 2- and 6-fold bases are the most symmetric states and, in contrast to the 
orientational states of other bases, do not have rotational degrees of freedom. 

The orientational states belonging to one basis transform into one another under the 
action of the symmetry elements of the group Fm3m and in this case, form (in the language of 
the group theory, see, e.g., [7]) an orbit. 

In Table 2, different types of orientational orbits are summarized with an indication of 
compounds (fullerite C60 or fulleride AC60) for which these orbits are used to describe the 
phase transition. Let us note that in A3C60 fullerides the orientational phase transition does not 
take place and in the phase Fm3m static disordering of C60 molecules over two 'standard' 
orientations is observed [6]. 

Table 2. Different types of the orientational orbits of a C6o molecule in the phase Fm3m. 

Number of Local symmetry of, Crystal· Comments 
orientational states in orientational state 
orbit ,· 

2 Th A3C60 static disordering 
6 D2h 
8 s6 C6o dynamic disordering 
12 (a) C2h AC6o dynamic disordering 
12 (b) C2h 
24 I 

3. The orientational phase transition · 
0

Diffraction investigations of C6o fullerites in the phas~ Fm3m [I] show that rotating 
C6o molecules have an anisotropic orientational distribution .in the crystal.. Hence it follows 
that the orientatio~al states of C60 are not_ equally probabie. In. the previous Section it is shown 
that it is possible to c~mbine· orientational states into orientational orbits which differ in local 
symmetry (see Table 2). The orientationai states' ofone orientatfo~al orbit arephysically 
equivalent. Therefore, C60 molecules occupy them with eqt1al probabilities. So, to ~xplain the 
anisotropic distribution of molecular orientations it ·is necessary to assume that the states of 
different orbits are occupied by a rotating C60 molecule with diffe~ent probabilities determined by'. . ·-- . . , 

. Pn= exp(-VnlkT)/I:m exp(-VmlkT), (!) 

where k- is the Boltzmann constant, Vn- is "the potential energy of the state n of lhe 
orientational orbit, and the summation runs over all orientational states of all orientational 
orbits., 
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Thus, the following model of the orientational phase transition in fullerene crystals can 
be suggested. At high temperatures (T>:>;Tc), a rotating C6o molecule occupies all o_rientational 
states from all orientational orbits. At temperatures close to the phase transition temperature 
(T>Tc), a rotating C6o molecule occupies, most of the time, the states of one orientational 
orbit, i.e., of the orbit that corresponds to a particular orientational potential of the C(,() 
molecule in a particular crystal. At phase transition 'freezing' of an orbit takes place and the 
molecule occupies one of the orientational states"ofthis orbit. 
· Comparing orientational phase transitions_ a,nd structural phase transitions of the 
displa~ement type we can make the. following 'concl~sions. The set of states in all orientation al 
orbits is -an analogue of the possible displacements of all atoms in a crystalline cell. The 
particular orientatiomil orbit can be understood as an analogue of the displacements of only 
atoms connected with the soft mode of the structural transition.· Thus, different orientational 
orbits are the microscopic realizations of the order parameter of different orientational phase 
transitions. · · · · ' · · 

· Table' 3 gives the orientational orbits and stat~s necessary for the description of 
orientational phase _transitions in C60 fullerites arid AC~o fullerides, · 

Table 3. The ori~½iational states of a C60 molecule in different phases of C60 and ACr,o 
crystals. · 

Crystal High-symmetry phase Low-symmetry phase 

T>>Tc ·.--. T>Tc T<Tc 

full eri te C6o {2,6,8,: .. } . {8} ; 8 

fulleride AC6o {2,6,8; ... } {12} ~.i. 12 

Table 3 illustrates the orieniational transition. In - the C6o (AC6o) crystal at high 
temperatures rotating C60 molecules o'ccupy all orientational states from all orientational orbits 
(2-fold, 6-fold orbits, etc.). In the vicinity of the phase transition (T >Tc) the molecules 
occupy, most of the time, the states from 8- (12-) fold orbits. In the low-symmetry phase, 
orientational ordering of C60 molecules in one of the states of 8~ ( 12-) fold orbits takes place. 

. ' ' :-~ ';·, - . 

4. The atomic density distributions of rotating C60 molecules 

In the previous Section, it is shown that in the vicinity of the phase transition 
temperature rotating C60 molecules in the phase Fm3m occupy, most of the time, the 
orientational states of one orbit and therefore the anisotropic distribution of orientations of a 
C60 molecule in a crystal is determined by the states 'of one orbit. Let us investigate a certain 
orientation.al state. Then, for this (first) orientation \jli the 'atomic density on the s~rface of a 
C60 molecule at the point determined by the angles Qsee(8, <p) (8 and <p are the polar angles in 
the coordinate system shown in Fig. I) is · · · 

P1(Q) = Ln t1(Q-Qn), (2) 

where o - is the Dirac o-function and the summation runs over 60 carbon atoms in the 
molecule. Accounting for the remaining orientational states in the selected orbit and modeling 
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the _thermal motion of a C60 molecule according to the normal distribution law with the 
rotational angle dispersion cr it is possible to calculate the mean anisotropy of the atomic 
density <p(.Q)> 

<p(.Q)> = cf dS' elCp[-(.Q-.Q')212cr] :Ek Pk(.Q') = 

= f dS' exp[-(.Q-.Q')212cr] :Ek,n ok(.Q'-.Qn), (3) 

where C is the nu~erical constant, the integration is over the surface of a C60 molecule, I.Q
n'I is the distance between the .Q and .Q' points on the surface of a C60 molecule measured in 
degrees, and the summation is over the orientational states in the orbit (index k) arid 60 carbon 
atoms in C60 molecules (index n). 

In Fig. 2, the atomic density distributions of rotating C60 molecules in AC60 crystals in 
the phase F1113111 are illustrated. The calculation is performed by Eq.(3) with the orientational 
states of the 12-fold orbit. We take the orientatonal state shown in Fig. le as the initial state 
(lj/1). Other oricntational states ofC6;, are obtained from the initial orientation by ~eans of the 
following rotations: lj/2 = C41j11, lj/J = C/ lj/1, \j/4 = cl \j/1. The remaining orientational states 
arc obtained with the help of the rotations C3 and c/ by the following symbolic scheme (IJI;, 

. • 2 . 
ljl,,, \j/1, ljlx) = C.1 (lj/1, \j/2, IJl.i. \j/4), and (\j/9, \j/10, \j/11, \j/12) = C3 (lj/1, \j/2, lj/J, \j/4), where C4 ts 
the rotation by 90° about the axis::: and C.1 is the rotation by 120° about [ I 11 ]. 

.A ... · 
~ zL- • 

. :a xAy b 

~.~ . 
C d 

Fig. 2. <i). The/i·agment ( I/8th o/the s11r/i1ce o(a 1110/ern/e) o(the atomic density distrihution 
of a C6o 1110/ec11/e in the phase Fm3m. The dark regions corrnpond to the 1iwxi11111111 drnsilr 
(JOO% io 66 %), lighter regions correspond to the dtomic density o( Mi ~" to 33 '!o. and 1/w 
light regions - 33 % to O %. The orie11tational states are distrihuted acrnrding to the 11or111al 
law with 5° dispersion. b). c). and d). The same as fiir a) hut irith 1he dispersion 3". /11 

addition, for c) and d) we considered the strain <~/' !he type e.u=en·=-:!e::;tcO. /11 d). the sw11e 
strain _as for (c) plus the additional shear strain e_,y;tO, 
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The symmetry analysis of the phase transition in AC60 [8] shows that the low
symmetry phase arises as a result of condensation of one of six order parameter components 

. and consequently, the appearance of six domains can be expected in the low-symmetry phase. 
The atomic density distribut_ion (see Figs. 2a and 2b) constructed on the basis of all 12 

· orientational states is connected with all six domains. However, in a deformed crystal, the 12 
orientatioiiai' states are not physically equivalent. This causes a change of the occupation 
probability for different states. The symmetry analysis of the phase transition [ 4,8] makes it 
possible to understand which of 12 orientational states and how they are ·connected with 
different types of deformation. For extemaf stresses crx,=cryy=-2cra.t0, the atomic density 
distribution is illustrated in Fig. 2c. It is constructed using of the orientational states \j/ 1, \j/2, 
\j/J, and \j/4• Applying the additional shear stress crxy.t0 to the deformed crystal it is possible to 
restrict further the orientational degrees of freedom of a C60 molecule. For this 'case,' the 
atom_ic density distribution constructed on the basis· of two orientati~nal states _\j/1 and \j/.1 is 
illustrated in Fig. 2d. 

5. The local symmetry and _the symmetry,c1f internal vibrations of C60 molecules in 
crystals 

In previous Sections it is shown that the rotating Cw molecules occupy all 
orientational states from all orbits. In the vicinity of the phase transition (in the phase Fm3m), 
however, they ~ccupy, most of the time, the· states from only one orbit. Because of this, the . ' . . 

atomic density distribution is anisotropic. In crystals, the_ local symmetry of a rotating Cw 
molecule_ is determined by the symmetry of the lowest ·symmetry state that the molecule 
occupies. Consequently, in the· high:symmetry phase F111311i' the focal symmetry of rotating Cw 
mcileculcs· is described by the inversion group I. On 'the other hand, in the low-symmetry 
phase, the C1,o molecules arc oricntationally ordered ~nd occupy one state from a particular 
oricntationar orbit. For example, in C,o fullerites in the low-symmetry phase Pa3, Cw 
molecules occupy the oricntational state with the local symmetry S6 and in AC60 fullcrides in 
the low-symmetry phase Pnnm, the state with the loJal sym;nctry c21:. I icncc ft follo~s that at 
pha;c transition, on the background of gcncr~-lly decreasing spatial symmetry of a crystal tl-ic 
local symmetry of a C,o molecule increases (sec Table 4 ). · · 

Tahle 4. The lorn! s_1m111e11:r o( C611 1110/eculc:~· in differe11tplwses o( Cw fullerite and AC60 

.fid!ffide. 

Crysti1l Phase F1113111 Phase Pa3 Phase Pnnm 

fullcritc C,o I S1, -
fullcridc AC,o I - C2h ,. 

Below, we discuss the symmetry of phonons in the phase Fm3m. For phonons with 
different energies, two possibilities exist. If the frequency of a phonon is higher than the 
characteristic frequency of rotation of a C60 molecule, the phonon moves in.a crystal with 
differently oriented C6o molecules and due to slow rotation ~fC60 molecules, the symmetry of 
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the crystal for such a phonon is lower than it could be expected for the spatial group Fm3m. 
On the other hand, if the frequency of a phonon is considerably lower than the characteristic 
rotation frequency of a_ C60 . molecule, the symmetry of the crystal completely corresponds to 
the spatial group Fm3ni.' · · · . · · · ·.' 
. As an example, we discuss the internal vibrations of a C6o molecule in C6o and AC6o 
crystals .that can be studied in light s~attering experiments.h is common knowledge that in 
infrared and Raman_ scattering of light phon.ons with a wave .vector· close to zero are observ~d 
and their symmetry is determ_ined by the group of the wave vector k=O, i.e., Gk~o, or the point 
symmetry group (see, e.g.,.[9] about local, poi~t and other symmetry groups in.crystals). In a 
primitive cell of C60 and AC60 crystals in the phase Fm3m only_ one rotating C6o molecule 
occupies the position with the local symmetry Oh. Hence it is assumed that the internal 
vibrations of C6o in the phase Fm3m can be analyzed with a r~asonable precision on the basis 
of the icosahedral group Y h [ 1 O] or the point group oh if we need to take into account splitting 
of internal vibrations of the molecule in the cry~talline field. However, C6o molecules do not 
have four-fold symmetry axes (see above) and therefore, only group Th= Oh n·Yh can be ·the 
maximum group of the local symmetry of C60 molecules. This is one of the reasons why in 
[ 11 ], the sym~etry analysis ~f internal vibra_tions of C6o molecules in the phase Fin3m was 
carried out according to irreducible representations of the group Th- The analysis of the 
orientational states of C60 molecules performed above shows that it is possible to classify the 
i~tem'al vibrations o(the molecules according to irreducible representations of the group T11 
only if the C60 molecules occupy the states from a 2-fold orbit. In C50 and AC50 'crystals the 
orientati6nal crystalline potential_ require:dhat the 8- and 12-fold orbits with lower· local 
symmetry S5 and C2h, respectively, must be considered. Since the frequency of internal 
vibrations is considerably (10 to l00 times) higher than the characteristicrntation frequencfof 
a C~o molecule,. such phonons propagate through the crystals i>here C6o molecules look 
statically disordered. For these pho'iioris the point symmetry gro_up is even lower. Thus, the 
syinmetry ofthe internal vibrations of a C6o rnolecule in the phase Fni3m is 'not'higher than S6 
and C~11 for C50 and AC6o, ,respectively. Since the point groups of low-symmetry phas~s for 
these cry~tals are T11 and D2h, respectively; the conclusion can be made that the symmetry of 
the internal vibrations of a C60 _mo_lecule increases 'despite of the fact that_ the sp_atial symmetry 
decreases at orien.tational phase transition, 

6. The results and discussion 

Let us briefly summarize the obtained results. In the framework of the discrete method 
a model of the orientational phase transitions in fulleride crystals is suggested. The symmetry 
classification of all orientational states of a rotating C60 molecule·is done. It is shown that the 
orietational states of the molecule can be distributed betwe~n different orientational ~rbits 
:with-different local symmetries. It is found that particular orientational orbits are connected 
'with. the corresponding orientational phase transitions and the orientaional stat~s from one 
orbit are the analogs of atomic displacements connected with the soft mode of the structural 
phase transition. Namely, the orientational states from one orbit determine the anisotropy of 
the atomic density distribution of a C60 molecule in the phase Fm3m. The ato~i'c density 
distributions reflect the physical nature of the orientational phase transition the scheme of 
which is proposed iri Sec. 3. On the basis of an analysis of the symmetry of the orientation~( 
states of C6o molecules the effect of increasing both the local symmetry and the symmetry of 
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internal vibrations of C6o molecules in a crystal despite of decreasing spatial symmetry of 
crystals at phase tfiIDsition, is predicted. 

Below, let us discuss the possibility of the experimental verification of the obtained 
results. The calculated atomic density distributions ofrotating C60 molecules (see Fig. 2) are 
connected with the diffraction spectra obtained in the experiments. It is known (see, e.g.,[13]) 
that the Bragg peak intensities depend on a particular arrangement of atoms in a primitive cell 
of a crystal. In our case, the primitive cell contains a rotating C60 molecule. The Bragg peak 
intensiti_es (from C60 molecules) are defined by the square of the structural factor 

F(Q)= he {econ 60 exp[-W1 (Q)]J(QR) + Cdisc exp[- Wi(Q)] 

J dr' <Lk,n Ok(r'-rn)> exp (-iQ r')}, (4) 

where he is the coherent neutron scattering length on a carbon nucleus (or the atomic form 
factor for X-ray scattering), the continuous Ccon and discrete Cdisc weight factors are the fitting 
parameters that satisfy the condition Ccon+Cdisc= 1, for C6o fullerite Ccon=0.31, Cdisc=0.69 [I], 
j(QR)= sin(QR)/(QR) is the Bessel function, W1 (Q) and W2 (Q) are the Debye-Waller factors 
of carbon atom ofC60 molecule. Due to different types of averaging the values ofW1 (Q) and 
W2 (Q) can be different from one another. From Eq. (4) it is seen that the averaged atomic 
density, <:Ek,n Ok(r'-rn)> used in Se~. 4 to describe the anisotrophy of the atomic density, enters 
into the structural factor. 

' ' t ~ ' 
Note that rotating C60 molecules occupy the orientational states from all orientational 

orbits but only one orientatiomil orbit. is connected with the orientational phase transition. The 
summation in th~. term <:Ek,n Ok(r'-r~)> runs over the states of this orbit (index k) and the 
contribution of qther orientational. states from the_ remaining orbits is modelled by the Bessel 
function j(QR). · · 

Thus, thedistributions shown in Fig. 2 determine the Bragg peak intensities in the 
phase Fm3m and, therefore, one can verify experimentally by neutron or X-ray diffraction the 
atomic d~n~ity distributions of rotating C60 molecules. . . 

It is known that the symmetry of crystalline lattice vibrations can be determined in 
light scattering experiments. In paper [14], Raman light scattering spectra of fullerite C60 were 
reported. From these spectra it is seen that the lines in the spectrum obtained at T=259 K in 
the low-symmetry phasePaJ have a finer structure than the lines obtained at the temperature 
two degrees higher in the high-symmetry phase Fm3m, The physical o~igin of a large width of 
the lines corresponding to the internal vibrations of C60 molecules in the phase Fm3m is not 
completely ,dear ·yet and in principle, can be due to many physical reasons. In a pure C60 

crystal, however, the C6o molecules are neutral and thi~. reduc,es the number of possible 
reasons. For example, owing to the Jan-Teller effect the charged C60·1 (or C60-3) molecule can 
go to the strain state and this leads to splitting of ,the in!emal vibrations of molecule. In 
addition, the charged molecules lead to the appearance of a macroscopic electric field in 
dielectric crystals and this leads to . the splitting of• the longitudinal and transverse optic 
vibrations. So, the large width of the lines for C6o fullerite can be explained by the anharmonic 
interaction of the internal vibrations of C60 _molecules .with other phonons or the low local 
symmetry of C6o molecules in crystals (splitting in the crystalline field) and/or the interaction 
between randomly disoriented molecules (analogous to Davydov splitting [15]). 

In contrast to anharmonicinteraction, the last two effects determine the point group 
that can be verified in light scattenng experiments with a polarization analysis. 
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The symmetry analysis (see, e.g., [10]) shows that the internal vibrations of the C6o 
molecules active in Raman light scattering have the symmetry 2AgEB 8Hg. As a result, in 
Raman scattering spectrum ten different lines,' two with the symmetry Ag (nondegenerate 
vibrations) a~d eight with the s~metry Hg (fiv~~fold degeneration), must be_ observed. In the 
crystalline field with cubic symmetry (point group Th) degeneration of vibrations with the 
symmetry Hg=EgEBF!l is removed. In this, the vibration with the symmetry Fg has three-fold 
degeneracy and Eg - two-fold degeneracy. As is seen from [14], such splitting .is 
experimentally observed for the vibrations Hg(l) and Hg(2) (T=261 K). Analogous splitting 
may probably take place for the vibrations Hg(6) and.Hg(7) as well (see [14]). According to 
the polarization analysis [14] the vibrations Hg(l) with a lower frequency (266.2 cm-

1
) have 

the symmetry Eg(I) and vibrations with the frequency 272.4 cm-1 have the symmetry Fg. For 
the vibrations Hg(2) w~ have the opposite situation: the vibrations with the frequency 430.3 
cm-1 have the symnietry Fg and the vibrations with the frequency 434.3 cm-

1 
- the symmetry 

E... , . 
" Since the vibrati011s with the symmetry Ag are nondegerierate, the large width 'of the 

corresporiding lines can be due, to the interaction ·of neighboring molec~les with_ different 
oricntaiions. _ In ii1is case, modeling of the strongest intera~tion, between. the closest c6\j 
neighbors with different. orientations in the. phase Fm3;n (the first coordination. ~phere 
clmt,;ins 12 molecut'cs) is possible usi11g large· crystalli~e cells (containing more than cine C60 
molecule). Such crystals with a larger size of cells can be obtained from tl;e-phase Fm3in by 
syinmctry ,;;iatysis oi· ,ill possible phase 't~ansitions le'ading to an increase of the volume of a 
primitive cell. (In the duster approach, accounting for the' ihteractiori' of'the closest Cr;o 
neighbors it can be asstnncd that the large width of the A~ symmetry.vibrations is formed by a 
~ct ti separate lines ( I Ill 13) \Vith different [;1tcnsitici;~hich, in general; :ire proportional to 
the time a Cr,o molecule is ina particular micntational state). . . . ,. 

l lcncc it fi.1ll,ii\VS tl1at ihc large width of tl1e lines with 'ihc symmetry A~' is explained by 
the intcr,;ction between the closes't c(,() 111olccules, i.c . .'Davydov splittii1g [I sf Ii'! this dse, the 

· point group of a crystal with an increased size ·of primitive cells must dccrc,i'sc due" w 
uncorrcl,i"tc'd oricnUtions llfthc cltlSCSt nci~hbors:' . . . 

!n what follows. we dii\ct;ss the \vidth of thchncs ,viih the symmetry Fg and Ei- ThJ 
above symmct1y imalysis of the or1cnti1tional states of Cw molecules· in c:,; and AC'i,11 ciystiils 
shows. that the Cr'.o. molecules. mai1ity\1ccup/thc states. with the symmetry s;, ,ii1d C21i, 

respectively. In this case, further rcmliviii'g of dcgcncratiiin of the Fg symmetry vibrations 
with three-fold degeneracy and two~fold vibrations of the E, symmetry takes place due ll1 low 
symmetry of the crystalline field. In addition. in full· anal~\gy·with the A, symnictry· lines. 
Davydov spliifing· due to the i1iieracti01)' of' the 'closest Cr;i, nei~hbo~s ,vith diflcn:1it 
or1e11taticins also takes place. . ' ''' . . . . ~ .. 

... Thus, the· symnietry of the internal vibrations -~f Cr:o molecules in Cw rind \.\C,,11 
crystals ca1~nlit be higher, than S~ and C21,/respcctivcly, due to low local symmetry' ot.;th'e 
orientational states and the interaction bet\veen.niisoriented closest i1cid1bors. This means that 
the vibrations with the symmetry Fe which in the phase F1113;11 arc~obscrvcd only for the 
perpen'dicular orientation df the pol;rizatiori vectors of incident and scattered light ·must be 
observed for' the parallel orientation as weH and vica ·versa the vibrations with the symmetry 
Eg must b_e ob~erved for t,he perpendicu~ar orientation. Therefore it is interesting to conduct an 
accurate polarization analysis of vibrations with the symmetry Fe and Ee in C6o fullerite (phase 
Fm3m) by carrying out Raman light scattering experiments. . . . . . 
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